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Abstract
The aim of this paper is to describe an efficient tool (IPAR) for a supervised and semi-automatic extension of a lexicon or morphological
database and its easy updating. We will present the underlying algorithms and their implementation that are general enough to capture the
main word-forming processes (both inflectional and derivational). They are designed for languages with a rich inflectional morphology,
such as Slavonic languages, particularly Czech. The implementation is partly based on the ideas presented in the earlier paper by Klı́mová
and Pala (2000)

1. Introduction

Our aim has been to develop a user-friendly computer
system that, based on user’s set(s) of examples, discovers
rules in the form of derivational patterns and tries to apply
them to the existing static Czech stem dictionary (contain-
ing approximately 150,000 items). The main feature of this
approach is that the actual stem dictionary or morphologi-
cal database becomes dynamic, i.e. the word forms are not
stored as lemmata, but they are obtained from their roots by
applying the derivational or inflectional rules. They allow
us to extend and complete the general lexicon in a regular
and possibly exhaustive way.

2. Procedure for morphological database
extension

The main idea is the following: a user, typically a lin-
guist, is able to formulate a set of examples capturing a
particular derivational process based on some inflectional
and derivational paradigms he or she is interested in. But
there can be problems with its generalisation to some ex-
tent. One of the most important reasons for these compli-
cations is a limited amount of data that can be considered
at once. Thus, the first step consists in collecting the ex-
amples, the more, the better. The user is allowed to specify
negative examples as well. Typically, on the morphological
level, an example corresponds to one or more derivational
steps and consists of the appropriate basic word and the
respective derived one(s), e.g.učit (teach) –učitel (male
teacher) –učitelka (female teacher) –učitelstvo(teachers
as a societal group).

To prevent the processes from an inadequate overgen-
eration, the derived forms have to be checked by an expert
(linguist) mostly using some automatic tools whether these
word forms occur in dictionaries or corpora. Our system
allows every derived word form to be marked with a note
saying that the word form is correct or that it is a poten-
tial word, not occurring in a dictionary or corpus, but it can
be used. Incorrectly derived word forms are also collected
as negative examples for the next iteration of the learning
algorithm. We have not tried to optimise this method yet,
rather, our main aim now is to implement the appropriate

algorithms and representations of the lexicon so as to en-
able straightforward data maintenance.

Implementation of this process will be described in the
section 3.3.2.

3. Inflectional and derivational processes
Basically, there are four major types of word-forming

processes that can be distinguished:

• inflection
• derivation
• compounding
• abbreviation

Inflection refers to the systematic modification of a stem by
means of suffixes and sometimes prefixes. Inflected forms
express grammatical categories like case, gender or num-
ber, but do not change meaning of POS. In contrast, the pro-
cess of derivation usually brings about a change in mean-
ing and often a change in POS as well. Compounding deals
with the process of merging several word bases to form a
new word, whereas abbreviation shortens the word bases
leaving usually just the the first letter or the first syllable.

3.1. Inflectional processes

Czech belongs to the family of inflectional languages
which are characterised by the fact that one morpheme, typ-
ically an ending, carries the values of several grammatical
categories together. For example, an ending of nouns typ-
ically expresses a value of grammatical category of case,
number and gender. This feature requires a special treat-
ment of Czech words in text processing systems. To this
end, we have developed a universal morphological anal-
yser which performs the morphological analysis based on
dividing all words in Czech texts into their smallest relevant
components that we callsegments. The notion of segment
roughly corresponds to the linguistic concept ofmorpheme,
which denotes the smallest meaningful unit of a language.

The morphological analyser consists of three major
parts: a formal description of morphological processes via
morphological patterns, an assignment of Czech stems to
their relevant patterns and a morphological analysis algo-
rithm (Sedĺaček and Smřz, 2001).



Case Singular Plural

Nominative hora hory
Genitive hory hor
Dative hǒre hoŕam
Accusative horu hory
Vocative horo hory
Locative hǒre hoŕach
Instrumental horou horami

Table 1: The complete paradigm for the nounhora

The description of Czech formal morphology is repre-
sented by the system of inflectional patterns and sets of end-
ings and it includes the lists of segments and their correct
combinations. The assignment of Czech stems to their pat-
terns is contained in the Czech Machine Dictionary (Osol-
sob̌e, 1996). Finally, the algorithm of the morphological
analysis using this information splits each word into appro-
priate segments.

The main part of the algorithmic description of (Czech)
formal morphology, as suggested in Osolsobě (1996), is
a pattern definition. The basic notion is amorphological
paradigm— a set of all forms of the inflected word where
the particular forms express a system of its respective gram-
matical categories (see Table 1).

Data structures we decided to use for storing ending sets
(e.g.S5, S2 in the following example) and inflectional pat-
terns (e.g.ho for the nounhora (mountain) in this exam-
ple) were described in Sedláček and Smřz (2001). The fol-
lowing example shows the segmentation of the wordhora
into three parts: a stemho , an intersegment<r> and<ř>
which is a standard alternation in Czechr→ř in the stem,
and an ending that comes from the setS5 or S2. More pre-
cise and formal description of these structures is provided
in section 3.3.

S5=[1FS.](a,1)(y,2)(u,4)(o,5)(ou,7)
[1FP.](y,1)( ,2)( ám,3)(y,4)(y,5)

( ách,6)(ami,7)
S2=[1FS.](e,3)(e,6)

ho+<r>S5|< ř>S2

As stated in Hajǐc (2000), the traditional grammars of
Czech offer a much smaller paradigm system than exists in
reality. For this reason we decided to build a large set of
paradigm patterns to cover all the variations of Czech word
forms from scratch. Fortunately, we were not limited by
technical restrictions, thus we could pursue a straightfor-
ward approach within the limitations of linguistic adequacy
and the robustness of the solution.

The detailed description of all variations in Czech
paradigms enables us to define the application dependent
generalisations of the pattern system. In its fully expanded
form there are 1500 patterns. But if we do not need to take
into consideration archaic word forms for a specific appli-
cation, the number of paradigm patterns can be consider-
ably reduced using automatic procedures.

3.2. Derivational processes

As indicated in the previous section, the morphological
process of inflection is captured by means of paradigms in
our system. Abbreviation and compounding do not play a
crucial role in Czech morphology if compared with other
languages, e. g. German (Kodydek, 2000).

The process of morphologically deriving new words,
primarily with distinct POS categories, is considered to be
taking place at one level higher than inflectional processes.
Indeed, for example, a particular class of deverbative ad-
jectives can be derived from the derivation paradigm of
transitive verbs (see the ”DEVEADJ*” relations in the fol-
lowing example). A hierarchical system of morphological
paradigms has been implemented as a tool able to capture
different levels of the Czech morphology.

Hierarchical patterns are constructed fully automati-
cally from the binding defined on the level of basic forms
always connecting one lemma with another by a specified
type of a link. If a process could be described as an-ary
relation, it would be partitioned inton− 1 binary relations.
This partitioning is much more flexible and allows auto-
matic generalisations of derivation relations. To demon-
strate the derivation binding on the level of lemmata, we
present the following example with the verb participles:

• DEVESUBST
poč́ıtat (to count) → poč́ıtáńı (counting)
• DEVEADJPAS
poč́ıtat (to count) → poč́ıtaný (counted)
• DEVEADJPASSHORT
poč́ıtat (to count) → poč́ıtán (is counted)
• DEVEADJACTIMPF
poč́ıtat (to count) → poč́ıtajı́ćı (is counting)

From this example it follows that each link connects one
base form of a word with another one and names such re-
lation. If the label of a base form is unambiguous and can
therefore can be used as a primary identifier, it is sufficient
to specify only these labels in the binding process. If the
label itself can be ambiguous, the pairs of lemma and the
relevant inflectional pattern are connected. However, even
this approach is not able to completely represent the depen-
dency of the relation on a particular sense of a word. For
example, the following relation between a noun and the de-
rived possessive adjective

• POSSADJ
editor (editor) → editorův (editor’s)

is valid only for the readingeditor denoting a man who
edits books but not for the reading that denotes a computer
program, the second meaning of the nouneditor. This is
why we have implemented a system connecting the triplet
pairs, namely sense-id, lemma and paradigm, by a named
relation.

The indexing techniques and dictionary meth-
ods (Knuth, 1973) used in our implementation allow
an efficient retrieval of related lemmata. It is also possible
to quickly return a chosen base form for a set of related
words – a feature which is much preferred in some appli-
cations, e.g. in the area of information retrieval or indexing
Internet documents.



The system of base form binding is not limited to the
basic derivative processes described above. The same prin-
ciple, for example, depicts two types of relation on the level
under the basic derivation, namely original/adapted orthog-
raphy and inflectional/non-inflectional doublets in the case
of the loanwords.The former can be demonstrated by the
example of a link betweengymnasium/gymńazium (high
school)(in the actual version of our morphological anal-
yser we use an even more elaborated assignment of these
doublet types in the form of a basic type of relation and
more specific subtype). The example of an inflectional/non-
inflectional doublet is the link between the wordabb́e as-
signed to the paradigmabb́e (non-inflectional) andTony. It
is of course possible to model such relations on the basic
level of inflectional paradigms as a word-form homonymy.
However, it would lead to the mixture of unrelated forms
and would complicate special types of analyses, e.g. a
style-checker analysis could make very interesting findings.

There are other relations connecting lemmata above the
level of basic derivative processes. We take advantage of
the standard process and are able to uniformly describe
such different relations as diminutives (and their degrees):

• DIMIN:1
vůz (wagon) → voźık (little wagon)
• DIMIN:2
vůz (wagon) → voźıček (very little wagon)

aspectual relations of verbs:

• ASPPAIR
ř ı́ci (to say) → ř ı́kat (be saying)

iterative relations of the verbs (together with “degrees”):

• ITER:1
chodit (to go) → chod́ıvat (go regularly)
• ITER:2
chodit (to go) → chod́ıvávat (used to go)

the relation between an animate noun and a derived posses-
sive adjective:

• MASCPOSS
otec (father) → otcův (father’s)

the process of converting masculine nouns to feminines:

• MASC2FEMI
soudce (judge) → soudkyňe (judge female)

or synonyms and antonyms:

• SYNO
kosmonaut (cosmonaut)→ astronaut (astronaut)
• ANTO
mlad́y (young) → staŕy (old)

The last class of the links brings us directly to other
relations that can be found in semantic networks like
Wordnet (Miller, 1993). The typical relations of hyper-
onymy/hyponymy, meronymy (part/whole) etc. are mod-
elled on the higher level, the level based on synonyms, so
that groups of synonyms (“synsets” as they are known in
Wordnet) can be linked.

The possibility of building complex structures of links,
e.g. relations of relations, is also employed in connecting
roots of loanwords to their Czech equivalents. We are there-
fore able, like Ṕalěs (1994), to relate words derived from
the Greek rootkard with the group of Czech words de-
rived from the Czech rootsrd (heart), e.g.osrděcńık (peri-
cardium),kardiostimuĺator (pacemaker),srdce(heart),kar-
diologie(cardiology).

3.3. Formal description of the derivational processes

Formally we can define all the potential sets of patterns:

T – set of all possible tags
A – alphabet,A∗ – set of all chains on alphabetA
P – class containing all sets of patterns can be defined

recursively:

1) ∅ ∈ P
2) P ∈ P ⇒ Q ∪ P ∈ P, where

Q = {(p, p, s, s, t, L)|p, p, s, s ∈ A∗

∧t ⊆ T ∧ L ⊆ P}
3) nothing else is a set of patterns

(1)

Sx(l) : A∗ → A∗ – simple (one step) substitution for
the patternx ≡ (p, p, s, s, t, L) ∈ P and word form
l ≡ p⊕ r ⊕ s, wherer ∈ A∗ , is defined:

S(p,p,s,s,t,L)(p⊕ r ⊕ s) = p⊕ r ⊕ s (2)

T (l, x) : A∗×P → ℘(A∗×℘(T )) – function for deriva-
tion of tagged word forms froml ∈ A∗ using pattern
x ≡ (p, p, s, s, t, L) ∈ P can be explained as:

T (l, (p, p, s, s, t, L)) ≡ K, where
if L = ∅ thenK = {(Sx(l), t)}
else K = {(k, t ∪R)|y ∈ L

∧(k,R) ∈ T (Sx(l), y)}

(3)

Introduced formalism is partially demonstrated in Ta-
ble 2. This example describes word forming process, which
derive word forms from family names (part of one pattern).
The family names in Czech can be divided to three classes
based on:

• male name (MAL)
• female name (FEM)
• name labelling all family together (FAM)

The example shows that all three groups of word forms can
be divided grammatically into substantive (SUB), posses-
sive (POS) adjective (ADJ).

The groups of possessive adjectives can be separated1

by the grammatical gender of an object which is posses-
sive into male, female or to the family. The clusters can be
further refined according to grammatical number, . . . .

Our approach is very similar to “two level morphology”
described in Koskenniemi (1983). We introduce a hierar-
chical model of patterns which enables us to separate the
sets of patterns for inflectional and derivational processes.
The patterns can be named, marked according to their func-
tion, and sorted by linguists. A finely-tuned database of the

1not show in the example for a simplicity’s sake



patterns will be used as a formal description of word form-
ing processes in natural languages.

Our database starts with the inflectional level only and
we will explain the process of adding a derivation level.
Generally we can start with patterns (Goldsmith’s “signa-
tures”) given from the unsupervised learning of corpora
data, see Goldsmith (2001).

In our application of this work, we will not use all el-
ements of setP. One finite setQ will be selected for the
specified language at one point in time:

Q ∈ P ∧ ∀(p, p, s, s, t, L) ∈ Q ⇒ L ⊂ Q (4)

The stem dictionaryS is a set of tuples(l, v), where
l . . . lemma,v . . . pattern:

SQ = {(l, v)|l ∈ A∗ ∧ v ∈ Q} (5)

The whole dictionaryDSQ for the stem dictionaryS (see
equation 4) and the set of patternsQ (see equation 5) will
be defined:

DSQ =
⋃

(l,v)∈S

T (l, v) (6)

The applications which use this formal description re-
quire that the stem be determined from the lemma and from
the pattern: the reverse is also possible. We will next intro-
duce setL2.

There is one to one correspondence between the pat-
tern v and the triple(p, s, t), where thep . . . the prefix,
s . . . the suffix, andt . . . the set of tags. Let’s assign
w ≡ (ε, p, ε, s, t, ∅) andz ≡ (p, ε, s, ε, t, ∅), than:

L = {(v, w, z)|v ∈ Q ∧ p, s ∈ A∗ ∧ t ⊆ T }∧
∧Q ⊆ {v|∃(v, w, z) ∈ L}∧

∧(v, w1, z1), (v, w2, z2) ∈ L ⇒ (w1, z1) = (w2, z2)
(7)

We define the lemmatisation functionlm, which transforms
the stem (or root)r assigned to the patternv to the tagged
base form:

lm(r, v) = (Sz(k), t);∃(v, w, z) ∈ L, where
z ≡ (p, ε, s, ε, t, ∅) (8)

It is possible to define functionst “ inversive” to function
lm, transforming base forml assigned to patternv to rele-
vant stem.

st(l, v) = Sw(l);∃(v, w, z) ∈ L (9)

3.3.1. Word-clusters
A set of word forms derived using a pattern from one

lemma (stem, root) will be called acluster. Word forms
can be sorted hierarchically within a cluster. The hierarchi-
cal structure is based on breaking it down into equivalence
classes. The components of a such decomposition (clusters
— equivalence classes) will be calledsub-clusters. Those
sub-clusters can be divided into other equivalence classes.
The hierarchy of word clusters is based on a hierarchical
model of patterns introduced at the top of section 3.3. Sub-
clusters are refined according to the structure of the associ-
ated pattern(p, p, s, s, t, L) and the set of “sub-patterns” L.

2members are triples of patterns

As can be seen in Table 2, such a system enables the
amount of duplicated information in our morphological
database to be reduced. In this example we demonstrate
that we can define the same dictionary (see equation 6) from
different stem dictionaries (see equation 5):

SQ1 = {(Alěs, Ale š F)}
SQ2 = {(Alěs, Ale š P), (Alšov́a, Al šov á P),

(Alšovi, Al šovi P)}
SQ3 = {(Alěs, Ale š), (Alěsův, otc ův ),

(Alšov́a, Al šov á), (Alšov́e, Al šov é),
(Alšovi, Novákovi ),
(Alšov́ych, Novákov ých )}

DSQ1
.= DSQ2

.= DSQ3
where

.= is equivalence only for the word forms, ignoring
adding of some tags in some derivational levels. Assign
w ≡ (p, p, s, s, t, L), whent = ∅ for any usedw, than it is
real equivalence because of:

T (l, w) =
⋃
y∈L

T (Sw(l), y) (10)

A potential application of our approach is the construc-
tion of a stem(root)-dictionary.

3.3.2. Dictionary extension
The user view of this process is described in Section 2.

The underlying mechanism works like this: as was dis-
cussed in Section 3.3.1., the same dictionary can be based
on different stem dictionaries. We are searching for some
low level morphological patterns which can be connected
by some higher level derivational pattern. For this search,
the examples gathered by the user (see section 2.) can be
used. Examples are n-tuples of members of the stem dic-
tionary (see equation 5)

e = (m1, . . . ,mn); wherem1, . . . ,mn ∈ SQ

Appropriate patterns that connect low level ones by trans-
forming their base forms are suggested to the user. The
words assigned to those low level sub-patterns are derived
from the lemmashl by suggested higher level patternshp.

hl = p⊕ r ⊕ s
hp = (ε, p, ε, s, ∅, L), where
L = {(pi, ε, si, ε, ∅, {vi})|(pi ⊕ r ⊕ si, vi) = mi}

The stem (root)r is computed for any example ofe as the
longest common substring of the stringspi ⊕ r⊕ si, where
(pi ⊕ r⊕ si, vi) = mi. The values ofpi andsi are counted
in the next step. The lemmahl can be selected as one of the
memberspi ⊕ r ⊕ si, then we assignp = pi ands = si.

Now we can reduce the stem dictionary size for all given
examples, replacing all members ofe by (hl, hp):

SQ∪{hp}∪L
2 = SQ1 \ {m|m ∈ e} ∪ {(hl, hp)}

But this is the reduction over the stem dictionary for
the manually assigned example only. When we want to



T = {MAL , FEM, FAM, SUB, ADJ, POS}
Q = {Ale š F, Ale š P, Ale šov á P, Novákovi P, . . .} ∈ P
Ale š F ≡ (ε, ěs, ε, ε, ∅, {(ěs, ε, ε, ε, ∅, {Ale š P}), (šov́a, ε, ε, ε, ∅, {Al šov á P}), (šovi, ε, ε, ε, ∅, {Novákovi P})})
Ale š P≡ (ε, ěs, ε, ε, {MAL }, {(ěs, ε, ε, ε, {SUB}, {Ale š}), (ův, ε, ε, ε, {POS,ADJ}, {otc ův})})
Al šov á P≡ (ε, á, ε, ε, {FEM}, {(á, ε, ε, ε, {SUB}, {Al šov á}), (é, ε, ε, ε, {POS,ADJ}, {Al šov é})})
Novákovi P≡ (ε, i, ε, ε, {FAM}, {(i, ε, ε, ε, {SUB}, {Novákovi }), (ých, ε, ε, ε, {POS,ADJ}, {Novákov ých })})

T(Aleš,Ale š F)

T(Aleš,Ale š P) male

T(Aleš,Ale š ) T(Al šův, otc ův )

T(Al šov́a,Al šov á P) female

T(Al šov́a,Al šov á) T(Al šov́e,Al šov é)

T(Al šovi,Novákovi P) whole family

T(Al šovi,Novákovi ) T(Al šov́ych,Novákov ých )

Ale š F
Al⊕ěs

Ale š P
Al⊕ěs

Ale š
Alěs

otc ův
Alšův

Al šov á P
Alšov́a⊕á

Al šov á
Alšov́a

Al šov é
Alšov́e

Novákovi P
Alšov⊕i

Novákovi
Alšovi

Novákov ých
Alšov́ych

...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
...........
....................
............

ěs

........................
........................

........................
................................. ........
....ěs

................................................................................................. ............
šův

................................................................. ............
šov́a

.......................
.......................

........................... ........
....á

......................................................................... ............
é.................................................................................................................................................................................................... .........

...

šovi

.......................
...................
............i

.......................... ...........
.́ych

T (Aleš, Ale š F) .= T (Aleš, Ale š P) ∪ T (Al šov́a, Al šov á P) ∪ T (Al šovi, Novákovi P)
T (Aleš, Ale š P) .= T (Aleš, Ale š) ∪ T (Al šův, otc ův )

T (Al šov́a, Al šov á P) .= T (Al šov́a, Al šov á) ∪ T (Al šov́e, Novákov é)
T (Al šovi, Novákovi P) .= T (Al šovi, Novákovi ) ∪ T (Al šov́ych, Novákov ých )

T (Al šovi, Novákovi P) = {(k, t ∪ {SUBS,FAM)}|(k, t) ∈
T (Al šovi, Novákovi )} ∪ {(k, t ∪ {POS,ADJ,FAM})|(k, t) ∈ T (Al šov́ych, Novákov ých )}

Table 2: Example of word cluster hierarchy of the family nameAlěs

extend our dictionary we can try to check if the words
(from set E(vi)) are assigned to any patternvi, where:

E(vi) = {l|(l, vi) ∈ SQ}

can be reduced by a higher level pattern.
The sets of potential “high level” lemmas are as follows:

hli = {p⊕ r ⊕ s|x ∈ E(vi) ∧ x = pi ⊕ r ⊕ si}

we know that:

T (pi⊕r⊕si, vi) ⊂ T (p⊕r⊕s, hp) for anyr ∈ A∗ (11)

The derived word forms can be checked if they are as-
signed to the other appropriate connected patterns. There
are two cases:

1. hl ∈
⋂
∀i hli — can be simply reduced (resulted from

equation 11)

2. hl ∈
⋃
∀i hli \

⋂
∀i hli — some words, automatically

computed fromhli, can be added, thereby extending
the dictionary, and then it can be reduced.

4. Implementation
The word derivation process in Czech consists of sev-

eral stages. Each step can be realized as a module under-
stood as a procedure starting with a basic word form on the
input and producing a tuple of derived word forms in the
output. More precisely, in our system the module can be
defined by using n+1 strings and implemented as a simple
non-deterministic finite-state translation automaton without
loops. The automaton substitutes the strings0 (the suffix of
an input lemma) with the stringss1 . . .sn for each output
tuple members (t1, . . . ,tn). The same can be done with pre-
fixes (p0 → p1 . . .pn) and some tags can be assigned to the
ti members. This automaton can be constructed in accor-
dance with the introduced formal description using equa-
tions 5, 4, 3.



#intersegments 779
#endings 643
#sets of endings 2,806
#patterns 1,570
#stem bases 223,600
#generated word forms 5,678,122
#generated tags 1,604
speed of the analysis 20,000 words/s
dictionary 1,930,529 Bytes
morphological information 147,675 Bytes

Table 3: Statistical data

Modules can be used in cascades as allowed by recur-
sion in equation 3, i.e. a derived output word form from one
module can be used as an input lemma for the next one and
thus a tree-based hierarchy in the derivation process can be
created. Some lemma (with its hierarchy sorted according
to its derivation process) can be shown in the output using
the setL, see equation 7.

The key point of the successful implementation of the
analyser is an efficient storage mechanism for lexical items.
A trie structure is used for storing stem bases of Czech
word forms. One of the main disadvantages of this ap-
proach are high memory requirements. We tried to solve
this problem by implementing the trie structure in the form
of the minimal finite state automaton. The incremen-
tal method of building such an automaton was presented
in Daciuk et al. (1998) and is fast enough for our purpose.
Moreover, the memory requirements for storing the mini-
mal automaton are significantly lower (see Table 3).

The power of the analyser can be evaluated by two fea-
tures. The most important one is the number of words that
can be recognised by the analyser. This number depends
on the quality and richness of the dictionary. Our database
contains 223,600 stem bases andajka is able to analyse
and generate 5,678,122 correct Czech word forms. The
second feature is the speed of analysis. In the brief mode,
ajka can analyse more than 20,000 words per second on a
PentiumIII processor with a frequency of 800MHz. Some
other statistical data, such as the number of segments and
size of binary files, is shown in the following Table 3.

5. Conclusions

This approach has been implemented as the morpho-
logical tool, I PAR, (Veber, 2001) (which will be demon-
strated). The results of the experiments with IPAR will be
presented in the paper. They capture 5 agentive suffixes (tel,
ce, ǎr, ář, ista), 3 diminutive suffixes (́ıček, ǐcka, i/́ıčko),
2 instrument suffixes (dlo, tko), 2 inhabitant suffixes (an,
anka), 3 location suffixes (išťe, árna, ovna), 1 opposite-sex
suffix (yně), 2 action suffixes (ńı, t́ı), 4 property suffixes
(ost, ota, stv́ı, ctv́ı) and 2 collective suffixes (stvo, ctvo); see
Table 4. The procedure and its results is going to be used
to mark the selected ILR in the Czech WordNet, which will
be done within the EU Project Balkanet (Bal, 2001) and
possibly extended to Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian).

suffix freq. suffix freq. suffix freq.
-tel 911 -dlo 483 -ńı 30454
-ce 232 -tko 379 -tı́ 3622
-ař 456 -an 254 -ost 7871
-ář 916 -anka 218 -ota 211
-ista 904 -išťe 377 -stv́ı 2081
-ı́ček 733 -árna 360 -ctv́ı 820
-ička 1545 -ovna 208 -stvo 270
-i/ı́čko 391 -yně 318 -ctvo 141

Total: 54155

Table 4: Frequency of selected suffixes in noun lemmata
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